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HTML, XHTML & CSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Packed with useful tips, techniques, and code examples


	Build quality Web pages with XHTML and add some pizzazz with CSS


	You don't have to be a master programmer to build great Web pages! This book shows you what HTML is about and how to use XHTML to format great-looking pages. Then...
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Cisco Secure Firewall Services Module (FWSM)Cisco Press, 2008

	By definition, a firewall is a single device used to enforce security policies within a network or between networks by controlling traffic flows.

	

	The Firewall Services Module (FWSM) is a very capable device that can be used to enforce those security policies. The FWSM was developed as a module or blade that resides in either...
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Learning OpenCV: Computer Vision with the OpenCV LibraryO'Reilly, 2008
Learning OpenCV puts you right in the middle of the rapidly expanding field of computer vision. Written by the creators of OpenCV, the widely used free open-source library, this book introduces you to computer vision and demonstrates how you can quickly build applications that enable computers to "see" and make decisions based on the...
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The Language of Design: Theory and ComputationSpringer, 2008
The Language of Design: Theory and Computation articulates the theory that there is a language of design. This theory claims that any language of design consists of a set of symbols, a set of relations between the symbols, features that key the expressiveness of symbols, and a set of reality producing information processing behaviors...
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Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS: The Foundations of Smartphone Software (Symbian Press)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Common Design Patterns for Symbian OS is the first design patterns book that addresses Symbian OS specifically. It introduces programmers to the common design patterns that help implement a large variety of applications and services on Symbian OS. The goal of the book is to provide the experience of Symbian's developers to a wider audience...
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Introduction to Nonimaging Optics (Optical Science and Engineering)CRC Press, 2008
from the foreword…a clear, self-contained and well organized introduction to Nonimaging Optics….will strongly contribute to the spread and understanding of Nonimaging Optics, helping engineers to find better solutions to many optical design problems where the transfer of light energy is critical.  
 ...
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OCP Oracle Database 11g Administration II Exam Guide: Exam 1Z0-053 (Osborne ORACLE Press Series)McGraw-Hill, 2008
A Fully Integrated Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-052

Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 11g Administration I exam with help from this exclusive Oracle Press guide. In each chapter, you&#39;ll find challenging exercises, practice questions, a two-minute drill, and a chapter summary to...
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FPGA Prototyping by VHDL Examples: Xilinx Spartan-3 VersionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	HDL (hardware description language) and FPGA (field-programmable gate array) devices allow designers to quickly develop and simulate a sophisticated digital circuit, realize it on a prototyping device, and verify operation of the physical implementation. As these technologies mature, they have become mainstream practice. We can now use a PC...
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Concurrent Programming on WindowsAddison Wesley, 2008

	“When you begin using multi-threading throughout an application, the importance of clean architecture and design is critical. . . . This places an emphasis on understanding not only the platform’s capabilities but also emerging best practices. Joe does a great job interspersing best practices alongside theory...
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HyperTransport 3.1 Interconnect TechnologyMindShare Press, 2008

	HyperTransportTM technology has revolutionized microprocessor core interconnect. It serves as the central interconnect technology for nearly all of AMD s microprocessors as well as for a rich ecosystem of other microprocessors, system controllers, graphics processors, network processors, and communications semiconductors. It is a high-speed,...
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Action Reflection Learning (TM): Solving Real Business Problems by Connecting Learning with EarningNicholas Brealey Publishing, 2008

	Readers may never think of learning, training, or teaching the same way again! Building on the pioneering fundamentals of effective adult learning and many of the core principles of today's popular action learning methodology, Action Reflection Learning delivers a next-generation approach that will transform the way adult learning takes...
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Switching to the Mac: The Missing Manual, Leopard EditionPogue Press, 2008
Is Windows giving you pause? Ready to make the leap to the Mac instead? There has never been a better time to switch from Windows to Mac, and this incomparable guide will help you make a smooth transition. New York Times columnist and Missing Manuals creator David Pogue gets you past three challenges: transferring your stuff, assembling Mac...
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